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Abstract—Continuous identity authentication is critical for pri-
vacy protection throughout an entire user login session. In this
article, we propose a continuous user authentication mecha-
nism, namely, HandPass, which employs the vibration responses
from hand biometrics and is passively activated by natural user-
device interaction. Hand vibration responses are embedded in
the mechanical vibration of a force-bearing body consisting of
one mobile device and one user hand. A built-in accelerome-
ter of the device can capture hand-dependent vibration signals.
Considering the concealment of vibration generation and the
nonreplicability of hand structure, it is difficult for attackers to
counterfeit user identity. Moreover, for ensuring the robustness of
authentication performance to tapping behavior interference, we
construct a data augmentation module jointly leveraging a signal
processing and learning-based pipeline. It can generate enough
vibration responses representing hand structure biometrics under
various behaviors, thereby making HandPass comprehensively
understand vibration response variation. We prototype HandPass
on smartphones, and extensive experiments demonstrate that
HandPass can achieve satisfactory authentication accuracy.

Index Terms—Continuous user authentication, data augmen-
tation, hand vibration response.

I. INTRODUCTION

USER authentication is one basic while critical component
for privacy data protection on smartphones [1]. To be
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specific, authenticating users by checking identity information
helps confirm that the person is who he/she claims to be.
Current smartphones only authenticate users at a transient
login moment. Once the authentication is successful, unlocked
devices can be accessed even if their owner temporarily leaves
afterwards [2]. In this case, severe security risks like an illegit-
imate copy of sensitive documents always happen. According
to statistical data, nearly 41% of data leakage events originate
from illegitimate intrusion into smartphones [3] and the leaked
data includes personal activity trajectory, health records, finan-
cial information, etc. To resist such crucial security threats, the
concept of continuous authentication [4] is proposed, aiming
to keep tracking user identity during entire usage sessions.
It can prevent illegitimate invasion from adversaries when a
legitimate user is away or overwhelmed. For HandPass, one
authentication process fails under the following cases, e.g.,
legitimate users leave or adversaries appear, then the device
is automatically locked and thus privacy-sensitive information
is protected. To achieve this design, one naive way is asking
users to periodically authenticate themselves by inputting pre-
set passwords or verifying biometric features. However, this
active way immensely affects normal device usage and thus
compromises user experience.

To alleviate the incompatibility between security and user-
friendliness, recent studies propose advanced continuous
authentication schemes based on user behavior features, such
as motion orientation when using a smartphone [2], mouth
area movement patterns during speaking [5], eye movement
trajectories [6] when scanning screen contents, etc. Although
these schemes achieve identity authentication in a nonintrusive
way, behavioral-based schemes are discovered to be vulner-
able to impersonation attacks [7]. Moreover, these schemes
rely on authentication traits always being contaminated by
unstable human psychological and emotional states, which
may compromise user experience. Recently, some emerging
approaches employ biometrics, such as skin vibration char-
acteristics during speaking [8] and heartbeat patterns [9] for
authentication. However, they require either nontrivial sensors
or ingenious environment configurations for biometric fea-
ture collection. To sum up, existing continuous authentication
approaches still have a long way to go before they realize
efficient and user-friendly authentication via an efficient way.

In this article, we propose HandPass, a system that employs
vibration responses of concealed hand biometrics passively
activated by the natural user-device interactions (i.e., tapping
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Fig. 1. Two widely used hand-holding gestures when operating smart-
phones. (a) Two-hand operation, denoted as G1. (b) One-hand operation,
denoted as G2.

on a screen) for continuous user authentication. The key
insight behind HandPass is that one user’s hand owns a
unique structure consisting of palm, wrist, and fingers, thus
can generate user-specific vibration responses stimulated by an
external force. Hand vibration responses (HVRs) are triggered
immediately after user on-screen operations and embodied in
the mechanical vibrations of the hand and the smartphone.
Inspired by this observation, given typical usage scenarios as
illustrated in Fig. 1, a user holds the smartphone with one
hand and interacts with it by tapping on the screen. HandPass
runs as a daemon in the background and it can be instantly
activated by user-device interactions at run time if needed.
Then, it exploits the HVRs captured by the built-in accelerom-
eter for identity authentication in real time. The goals of our
authentication mechanism are summarized as follows.

1) Security: Each hand has a complex and distinctive phys-
ical structure [10], thus HVRs derived from it are unique
across users. Moreover, the vibration generation process
is concealed and hence difficult to counterfeit.

2) User-Friendliness: It is essential for HandPass to avoid
wearing any extra sensors or performing dedicated opera-
tions for authentication. HandPass verifies user identity in
the background without compromising user experience.

3) Efficiency: The built-in accelerometer employed for data
collection does not bring extra cost as it is always kept
on by default in smartphones. The data size of each
vibration response is small, thereby in low computation
resource consumption in data processing modules.

To achieve the three goals mentioned above, several tech-
nical challenges require to be well addressed. First, user
body movements/hand motions take noise into original vibra-
tion signals collected by a built-in accelerometer and hence
weaken the performance of the following data analysis mod-
ules. Second, in addition to hand structure, user behaviors like
tapping position and force also affect vibration signal forming,
thus HVRs triggered by distinct behaviors of the same user
may be inconsistent; this case takes a higher ratio of mistak-
enly rejecting legitimate users, if HandPass directly compares
feature similarity of a newly inputted HVR with random regis-
tered profiles without judging tapping behaviors. Third, so as
to ensure user experience, HandPass only asks users for tap-
ping on the device screen within 1 min to complete identity
profile registration; however, such a few HVRs indeed can-
not adequately represent hand structure traits, especially when
user behavior varies. As a result, this case inevitably makes
the authentication performance lack stability.

To address these challenges, we propose three pertinent
solutions. Extra noise first is divided into two types according
to the variation pattern of frequency components [11], namely,
steady and unsteady types. For steady one, we analyze noise
frequency distribution under multiple scenarios and remove
its components by a high-pass filter; nevertheless, unsteady
type is extremely disruptive and is hard to separate from orig-
inal HVRs; a gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) [12]
model then is utilized to recognize the unsteady type and
eliminate it from original vibration signal segments to avoid
spending extra computation resources of further processing.
Second, we propose a nearest centroid-vector method to infer
the tapping position and then determine the force of each
vibration segment by analyzing vibration generation mecha-
nism, to search for the registered HVR with similar behaviors.
Last but not least, we explore vibration envelope variation pat-
terns when each HVR-related behavior factor changes; finally,
a traditional signal processing and customized conditional
variational autoencoder (CVAE) [13] are jointly leveraged to
generate newly “unseen” HVRs under various user behaviors
and thereby fully representing hand biometrics. In HandPass,
our main contributions are as follows.

1) We propose a continuous user authentication system
named HandPass, leveraging concealed hand vibration
biometrics triggered by user-device interaction.

2) We explore the theoretical model to describe the pro-
cess of HVR generation and propagation, hence its
uniqueness across individuals.

3) We design a series of effective strategies to solve the
issues when implementing HandPass, such as remov-
ing steady/unsteady noises by analyzing their frequency
components and employing a CVAE-based model to
generate HVRs under distinct tapping behaviors.

4) We validate the effectiveness of HandPass through
extensive experiments by recruiting 94 volunteers. The
results present that HandPass can achieve 98.36%
authentication accuracy.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Sections II and III, respectively, present the related works
of user authentication and the preliminary background of
hand vibration mechanism. Sections IV and V give the
system design and tapping behavior judgment of HandPass.
The feature extraction and data augmentation are, respec-
tively, described in Sections VI and VII. Subsequently, we
construct authentication models of multiple types to fully
judge user identity in Section VIII. The implementation and
performance evaluation of HandPass are, respectively, given
in Sections IX and X. Finally, we discuss and conclude this
work in Sections XI and XII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the literature about user authen-
tication deployed on smartphones, while discussing the differ-
ences between HandPass and them.

One-Time User Authentication: Personal identification num-
ber (PIN) [14] is a widely adopted and traditional user authen-
tication mechanism. However, password input can easily be
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stolen by shoulder surfing [15]. To overcome the awkward
situation of PIN-related methods’ vulnerability, plentiful stud-
ies have proposed biometrics-based authentication schemes
such as fingerprint [16], voiceprint [17], [18], [19], and face
recognition [20]. Nevertheless, these works still have quite
a few records of being successfully compromised [21], [22].
Although the newly proposed SmileAuth [23] achieves satis-
factory authentication accuracy, it consumes additional power
and computing resources on wearable devices. Last but not the
least, the aforementioned biometrics-based schemes cannot be
compatible with the continuous authentication mechanism due
to needing frequently active identity verification.

Continuous User Authentication: To reduce the security
risks of a one-time approach, several recent studies pro-
pose an innovatively continuous authentication concept based
on human behavioral features. Human–computer interaction
behaviors, such as touch trajectory [2], tapping pressure [24],
and hand geometry [25] have been leveraged for represent-
ing user identity. VoiceLive [26] leverages the characteristic
of the arrival time of voice signal captured at a microphone
to obtain a user’s unique oral cavity motion during speak-
ing for authentication. LipPass [5] extracts behavioral features
of user speaking using the built-in microphone and speaker
in a smartphone to inject acoustic signals and receive echos.
Keystroke-based methods [27] focus on exploring the unique
style of user’s typing behaviors on screen. In addition, users’
eyes show distinct movement patterns under the same visual
stimulus, which can be utilized for distinguishing users [28].
Although these works state the feasibility of using behavioral
features for continuous authentication, they are all vulnerable
to resisting impersonation attacks [7]. Moreover, their perfor-
mances are dependent on behavioral biometrics that can be
easily affected by psychological and subjective states.

Recently, emerging works employ unique physiological
biometrics for continuous authentication. For instance, vibra-
tion features of human skin during speaking [8] and heart
movement traits [9] are utilized for tracking user identity dur-
ing interaction sessions. FingerPass [29] relying on the channel
state information of surrounding WiFi signals continuously
authenticates users through user-specific finger gestures in a
target space. However, these systems require either wearing
dedicated sensors or a prepared environment setting for feature
collection, which inevitably compromises user experiences.

Vibration-Based Authentication: An increasing amount of
effort are devoted to exploring vibration-based user authentica-
tion. Chen et al. design VibID [30] using unique arm vibration
signals stimulated by one external motor to distinguish users.
Moreover, they propose secure device pairing [31] by the res-
onant properties. Furthermore, VibWrite [32] and Velody [10]
apply vibration responses of finger and hand for user authen-
tication. However, the above methods are all equipped with
customized motors and data receivers, and thus cannot be
implemented on smartphones. Besides, Taprint [33] proposes a
tapping vibrometry for authentication on a smart wristband. It
employs the unique vibration characteristics caused by active
tapping on specific hand positions, especially finger knuckles,
to identify a user. HandKey [34] is only suitable for nonmobile
application scenarios like knocking on a door. Xu et al. [35]

Fig. 2. Illustration of vibration generation and propagation when one hand
taps on a smartphone. (a) Vibration generation. (b) Vibration propagation.

exploited a built-in motor to actively generate vibration sig-
nals and employed user-dependent responses when fingers tap
on the screen. TouchPass is the most relevant work to our
HandPass. However, it requires an extra activation operation
to generate vibration signals and therefore is not suitable for
frequently executed continuous authentication.

Different from existing works, HandPass employs HVRs
containing concealed biometrics captured by a built-in
accelerometer for continuous tracking user identity. The bio-
metrics is passively activated by natural user-device interac-
tions without a need for an external vibration source (e.g., a
motor), hence ensuring user-friendliness. Moreover, HandPass
leverages a signal processing and learning-based data augmen-
tation approach to generate enough unseen HVRs, thereby
comprehensively representing user hand biometrics under
distinct tapping behaviors.

III. PRELIMINARY

In this section, we first explore the theory model behind
vibration response, including signal generation, nonlinearity
derivation, and propagation. Subsequently, a feasibility study
utilizing data collected in real environments is conducted; its
result indicates that HVRs are unique across users while con-
sistent for the same user, which motivates our research in this
work.

A. Hand Vibration Response Mechanism

When an external tapping force acts on a hand, the force-
bearing point first generates vibration waves and meanwhile
spreads outwards. Finally, the hand is forced to vibrate and its
amplitude continuously attenuates until dribbles away.

Vibration Generation: Each hand is composed of three main
parts (namely fingers, palm, and wrist), which owns a unique
structure jointly determined by its shape, muscular tissue, and
skeleton [36], [37]. When one user holds and taps on a smart-
phone, forces transmit to the hand and then drive it to output
unique vibration waves. Subsequently, a mass-spring-damper
model according to [32] and [33] further describing the process
of vibration generation. HandPass considers a smartphone and
hand as a force-bearing body for facilitating theoretical analy-
sis. As depicted in Fig. 2(a), the structure of one force-bearing
body with a initial height X(0) is represented by three critical
parameters: 1) mass M; 2) spring constant Cs; and 3) damper
coefficient Cd. When utilizing a finger tapping on the screen,
the height of the body changes with time t and is denoted
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Fig. 3. Employing the auto click machine to ensure identical tapping forces (a), collected HVRs of five users depicted in time (b) and frequency (c) domains,
respectively, and finally comparing HVR feature similarity of all users (d).

as X(t). Learned from the Hooke [38] and Newton’s second
laws [39], we formalize

F(t) = Ma(t) + Cs
(
X(0) − X(t)

) + CdVt (1)

where F(t) is the external force of finger tapping, a(t) is the
acceleration, X(0)−X(t) is the vertical displacement denoted as
�x(t), and Vt is the movement speed. To simplify the formula
for analysis, we replace a(t) and Vt in (1) with displacement
�x(t)

F(t) = M
d2�x(t)

dt2
+ Cs�x(t) + Cd

d�x(t)

dt
. (2)

According to (2), when the finger exerts the same force
F(t) on the force-bearing body, the displacement �x(t) can be
determined by parameters M, Cs, and Cd. So the vibration
wave generation (i.e., vertical displacement) depends on the
structure of the force-bearing body (i.e., hand)

h :
[
F(t),M, Cs, Cd

] → [�x(t)] (3)

where h is a mapping function between vibration response and
hand structure under force F(t).

Nonlinearity Derivation: The human hand owning complex
geometry and structure is regarded as a nonlinear response
medium [10]. Thus, inputting vibration signals [i.e., �x(t)]
can generate new harmonics and intermodulation frequency
components embedded in hand responses. Here, we intro-
duce a nonlinear model to describe the nonlinearity derivation
of HVRs in the frequency domain. The original vibration
response �x(t) is decomposed into multiple signals of dif-
ferent frequencies

�x(t) =
N∑

i=1

Ai sin(2π fi) (4)

where fi and Ai, respectively, express the frequency and ampli-
tude of the ith signal component. We then denote the frequency
components derived by nonlinearity as Snew

Snew = Har(�x(t)) + Inter(�x(t)) (5)

Snew =
K∑

k=1

Bk sin(2π fk). (6)

Har(�x(t)) is the harmonics (i.e., n · fi) and Inter(�x(t)) is
the intermodulation (i.e., f1 + f2, f2 − f1, . . . , fn − fn−1) of the
original signals. Bk is the amplitude of the signal of frequency
fk. The new derived frequency components and corresponding
amplitudes depend on the hand structure.

Vibration Propagation: The external force F(t) disappears
as a finger stops tapping screen, thus the force-bearing body
enters into a free vibration state. The amplitudes of vibration
signals continually attenuate when propagating from the force-
bearing point to the accelerometer as presented in Fig. 2(b).
Subsequently, we model a vibration attenuation function to
describe this process as follows:

y = Snewe−aDp (7)

where a expresses the attenuation coefficient depending on the
medium structure and Dp is vibration propagation distance. As
illustrated in Fig. 2(b), vibration waves generated at the force-
bearing point propagates through the medium along multiple
paths, such as direct (e.g., path 2) and reflected ones (e.g.,
paths 1 and 3). Note that, the vibration wave along path 3
propagates through not just the smartphone but also the hand
to the accelerometer. The actual propagation is a complex pro-
cess determined by the medium structure and therefore the
propagation paths are difficult to be predicted. We just display
three representative paths to easily understand the vibration
propagation process. To sum up, identical vibration sources
Snew produce unique HVRs responses even if triggered by the
same force when distinct hands hold one smartphone.

B. Study Case Employing HVRs for User Authentication

We subsequently verify the feasibility of utilizing HVRs
to distinguish user identity. Before data collection, we tell
users about the goal of this study. All users hold the smart-
phone OPPO Reno 6 with two gestures as depicted in Fig. 1.
Now, we explore the distinguishability of HVRs among users,
triggered by exactly the same external force. To ensure the
inputting force is identical, we employ an auto-click machine
to tap on the screen as Fig. 3(a). The built-in accelerome-
ter of the smartphone collects vibration data in real time.
In the following, we randomly select five users and, respec-
tively, present their averaging HVRs (using gesture G1) in both
time and frequency domains in Fig. 3(b) and (c). These vibra-
tion signals are unique in terms of envelopes and amplitudes.
According to the analysis in Section III-A, these differences
in the time domain are caused by the unique mass, damping
coefficient, and attenuation coefficient of each hand. Moreover,
due to the differences in nonlinear responses of hands, the
HVRs’ amplitudes of any two users in the frequency domain
are also dramatically different in Fig. 3(c). To fully under-
stand the HVR uniqueness among all users, we obtain their
fine-grained response features extracted in Section VI-C and
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Fig. 4. System architecture of HandPass, consisting of five modules: vibration collection, signal preprocessing, feature extraction, behavior interference
suppression, and authentication model.

then utilize cosine similarity [40] to calculate their consis-
tency. Cosine similarity is a widely used metric to measure
the consistency between two samples. Finally, the vibration
signal similarity distribution of the same user (Intrasim) and
across users (Intersim) are depicted in Fig. 3(d). Intrasim is
significantly larger than Intersim with an average interval of
more than 0.65. This study demonstrates that HVRs are dis-
tinguishable across users while consistent for identical users.
Motivated by this observation, we further employ the HVRs
to achieve continuous user authentication on smartphones.

IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As illustrated in Fig. 4, HandPass consists of five major
modules achieving the goal from original vibration signal col-
lection to identity authentication. In the registration phase, a
user taps on the screen of mobile devices multiple times at
different positions with habitual hand-holding gestures and
forces; meanwhile, the accelerometer captures vibration sig-
nals behind the scenes. In Signal Preprocessing, HandPass
removes steady/unsteady noise caused by body movements
and segments vibration data into frames, each frame repre-
senting one tapping event. Nevertheless, even for identical
users, he/she generates also inconsistent HVRs as forces and
positions change; thus, our system needs to determine the
above two factors of data segments in Feature Extraction for
accurate feature matching in authentication phase. In the fol-
lowing, HandPass extracts fine-grained features from time and
frequency domains to represent unique hand structure. Finally,
we leverage the registration profile of one user to construct our
authentication model and save it in a database.

During an authentication phase, HandPass conducts a sim-
ilar processing flow with the registration one in addition to
adding Behavior Interference Suppression module. As men-
tioned above, for ensuring user experience, HandPass allows
users to input a few HVRs to register legitimate identity
information. However, HVRs show diversity as related fac-
tors like handholding gesture and tapping force change, and
thus such a few registered HVRs are not enough to rep-
resent the characteristics of user hand structures. To solve
this problem, HandPass first utilizes linear signal envelope
stretch and amplitude warping to generate new HVRs as a sin-
gle factor changes. Furthermore, a customized CVAE-based
model aims to complete nonlinear data augmentation when
multiple factors simultaneously change. Finally, HandPass

Fig. 5. Noise frequency distribution induced by human body movements in
three common scenarios (without unsteady noise event arising).

extracts features of HVRs and matches the registration data in
the database which has the most similar tapping position and
force with newly inputting HVRs. Our authentication model
judges the legitimacy of each HVR; if the feature similarity
is larger than the predefined threshold, user authentication is
successful; otherwise, the authentication fails.

V. SIGNAL PREPROCESSING

To leverage HVRs for continuous user authentication on
smartphones, HandPass first needs to remove the interference
from noise induced by human body movements. Subsequently,
collected signals are segmented into frames corresponding to
tapping events, for further data processing.

A. Steady/Unsteady Noise Removal

Users being in dynamic states like walking and taking
public transport when utilizing smartphones, inevitably intro-
duces external noise polluting original HVRs. These noises
are always divided into two types, i.e., steady and unsteady,
referring to the stability of signal component distribution [41];
the former means that current noise keeps stable frequency
components that can be inferred by historical data, while
another type is highly unpredictable because of its mutabil-
ity. To be specific, as one user moves with keeping consistent
motion (e.g., speed and orientation), the frequency distribution
of introduced noise is steady in the temporal dimension. We
present collected vibration signals of body movements caused
by daily activities without tapping the screen in Fig. 5. It dis-
plays that the frequency distribution of noise keeps stable and
a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz can read-
ily filter out it. Nevertheless, some emergencies, such as brake
and sharp turning cause instantaneous frequency pattern varia-
tions in vibration signals (called unsteady noise), which always
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Fig. 6. Frequency components of unsteady noise events.

Fig. 7. Vibration data collected by the triaxial accelerometer.

trigger the authentication mechanism and cause event misjudg-
ment. Fig. 6 displays common unsteady noise events, while
their frequency components easily overlap and pollute with
legitimate HVRs. To ensure the availability of input signals,
HandPass chooses to abandon data segments corresponding
to unsteady noise data. Subsequently, HandPass constructs a
GBDT model applying to the vibration signal type classifica-
tion. GBDT is widely used because of its high accuracy and
stability in the small-size sample classification task [42]. Daily
unsteady noise data segments, such as brake, speed-up/down,
making a sharp turning, and driving on nonflat roads, are con-
sidered as negative samples; original HVRs are positive ones.
We collect more than two thousand samples from real environ-
ments for training the GBDT model and each class accounts
for 50%. Finally, the optimized parameter combination is dis-
covered by a grid search way [43] that is a solution to choose
a set of optimal parameters for a learning algorithm. HandPass
unitizes 80% data for training and the remaining part for test-
ing, finally obtaining a satisfactory accuracy up to 99.47%.
Once the label of one vibration data segment is 0, it is regarded
as an invalid signal and does not be further processed.

B. Principal Axis Selection and Data Segmentation

Vibration data sensed by the triaxial accelerometer is pro-
jected on three axes, namely, x/y/z-axis. As depicted in Fig. 7,
the signal amplitudes of three components are distinct and
rely on the smartphone rotation angle. In this case, the z-axis
owns the largest vibration component and hence with the high-
est signal-noise-ratio, denoted as the principal axis. Compared
with the other two ones, the vibration signal belonging to
the principal axis has a higher amplitude fluctuation during
a user-device interaction period. Thus, it is more suitable for
being used to tapping event detection and data segmentation.
To determine the principal axis, HandPass calculates the data
variances of three axes, respectively, in the time dimension.
The variance presents the amplitude fluctuation of each axis
and the principal axis exhibits the largest variance.

Fig. 8. Similarity differences as setting the number of subareas as distinct
values.

For further feature extraction, it is needed to segment
vibration signals into each tapping event. HandPass applies a
threshold-based sliding window approach to determine bound-
ary points corresponding to each event at the principal axis.
As illustrated in Fig. 7, the vibration data caused by tap-
ping events at the principal axis is marked with a yellow
shadow, which has larger amplitudes than nontapping periods.
According to our experiment analysis, we set the window size
as 200 samples and the sliding step is set as 50 samples. We
detect tapping events based on the following two conditions:
1) the absolute amplitude of the 1st sample and 2) the aver-
aging amplitude of all samples in the window are three times
as many as samples in nontapping windows. The goal of ver-
ifying the averaging amplitude is to avoid event misjudgment
caused by value jitter from hardware defects. Note that, the
threshold used to detect tapping events is empirically calcu-
lated from user registration data, i.e., the averaging value of
all samples belonging to tapping events.

VI. FEATURE EXTRACTION

To ensure the behavior consistency of matched registered
profiles and newly captured HVRs, HandPass first deter-
mines the tapping position and force of each HVR. Then, we
extract fine-grained features from time and frequency domains,
thereby effectively representing user identity.

A. Tapping Area Partition

Even for identical users, tapping on distinct positions of
a screen still generates distinct HVRs, due to differences
in force-bearing points and vibration propagation paths. For
collecting enough vibration response data to represent user
identity in a registration stage, the most intuitive way is to
ask users to tap on all positions of a screen. Obviously, this
way requires deep and cumbersome user involvement, which is
impractical for any application scenario. Therefore, HandPass
attempts to divide each screen into multiple virtual subareas
by gray lines as depicted in Fig. 3(a); users only need to tap
on each subarea a few times to complete HVR registration.
The rationality behind this solution is that HVRs belonging
to identical subareas keep high similarity, thus a few ones
can represent their characteristics. Nevertheless, setting the
number of subareas (NS) is a balance problem that should
be further studied. To be specific, setting it with a large value,
the user still needs to input vast registered HVRs; a small
NS leads to low HVR similarity and consistency even if in
the same subarea. Thus, an ideal case should ensure that the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 9. Tapping position and force determination, first presenting theirs impacts on HVR envelopes in (a) and (b), then further presenting similarity variation
by DTW in (c) and t-SNE in (d). (a) HVRs from three tapping positions. (b) HVRs from three tapping forces. (c) DTW distances of HVRs from three tapping
subareas. (d) HVRs separation from three tapping force ranges by t-SNE.

similarity difference value (Diff-Sim) between Intrasim and
Intersim keeps enough large, while NS is as small as possible.
We make OPPO Reno 6, Huawei Mate30 Pro, and Samsung
Galaxy S8 smartphones with common screen sizes (i.e., 6.43,
6.53, and 5.8 In) as examples, and explore the dependency
relationship between Diff-Sim and NS value. We divide the
screen into subareas with multiple numbers, then collect cor-
responding HVRs while calculating their similarity as shown
in Fig. 8. These devices all present a similar Diff-Sim chang-
ing pattern consisting of two states: increasing first and then
decreasing. It is surprising to discover that the Diff-Sim dis-
plays a decreasing trend when NS is greater than 12 (making
OPPO Reno 6 an example). By analyzing the similarity vari-
ation under distinct subarea sizes, we conclude that if NS is
too large, HVRs across subareas still maintain high similar-
ity, resulting in larger Intersims and hence small Diff-Sim. To
sum up, smartphones with distinct screen sizes should be set
with an appropriate NS, e.g., 12 for OPPO Reno 6 and 9 for
Samsung Galaxy S8.

B. Tapping Position and Force Determination

In the following, we present HVR patterns when a user
taps on the screen on three positions (i.e., in ID-1, ID-2,
and ID-3 subareas) in Fig. 9(a) while using distinct forces
(i.e., 0.32 N/cm2, 0.38 N/cm2, and 0.43 N/cm2) in Fig. 9(b).
Obviously, even if from identical users, HVRs still change
since the above two factors affect both vibration envelopes
and amplitudes. To ensure the successful rate of authenticat-
ing legitimate users, HandPass first should estimate tapping
positions and forces before the similarity calculation of paired
HVRs.

Tapping Position Matching: We ask one user to tap on
each subarea 10 times and the default number of subareas
is set as 12. Then the dynamic time warping (DTW) [44] dis-
tance is utilized to measure the consistency of any two HVRs.
DTW is a widely used similarity judgment metric and a small
DTW distance indicates that HVRs are similar. As depicted in
Fig. 9(c), the similarity of identical subareas HVRs is higher
than that across distinct ones. Since vibration signals keep high
consistency in identical subareas, we only need to judge the
subarea of HVRs belonging to first, for matching the com-
pared ones. The intuitive idea of inferring the tapping subarea
is calculating the DTW distances between the newly cap-
tured HVR and all registered ones. Nevertheless, we discover

that the smallest DTW value between two HVRs means they
belong to the same subarea with the highest probability, while
the centroid vector [45] is always utilized to represent the
characteristics of data in the same class (subarea). Therefore,
considering the computational cost, we can calculate the DTW
distances between the newly captured HVR and the centroid
vector of each subarea. The centroid vector can be obtained
as follows:

ck =
Ts∑

i=1

μki/Ts (8)

where ck is the centroid vector and Ts is the number of HVRs
collected in the kth subarea. μki is the ith hand response.
Because of HVRs consisting of distinct numbers of samples,
we employ linear interpolation [46] to make them keep iden-
tical lengths before centroid vector calculation. During the
authentication phase, we calculate the DTW distances between
the newly captured HVR and all the centroid vectors of the
registration data. The tapping subarea (i.e., position) of newly
captured HVR is determined as the centroid vector which has
the smallest DTW distance with it. By only calculating the dis-
tance with respect to the centroid vectors, the computational
cost of DTW calculation in HandPass is reduced from O(NTs)

to O(N), where N is the number of subareas.
Force Strength Determination: To explore the effect of tap-

ping forces imposed on HVRs, one user taps on the screen with
small, medium, and hard forces, respectively, while keeping
other behavior parameters identical. We first apply the t-SNE
method [47] to original HVRs for visualization, which makes
similar samples cluster in closing positions. As displayed in
Fig. 9(d), HVRs corresponding to distinct forces has larger dif-
ferences than those under similar forces. Therefore, we need
to first estimate the force of HVRs to achieve accurate data
matching. As described in (2) and (7), the damping and atten-
uation coefficients of each hand are fixed. The total vibration
amplitude at and duration time dt of one HVR increase with
force fs. This theoretical basis motivates us to search for a
binary linear relation [48] of fs, at, and dt for tapping force
estimation

fs = w1 · at + w2 · dt (9)

where w1 and w2 are the weights to balance two force-
dependent parts. We utilize stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) [49] to estimate the weights, which alternately updates
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Fig. 10. Film pressure sensor.

Fig. 11. Accuracy of force strength estimation in HandPass.

them according to the difference value (i.e., vd) of the esti-
mated force fs and the true force strength. We first initialize w1
and w2 with random values and then update them as follows:

wn+1 = wn + γ · vd
n (10)

where wn denotes either w1 or w2 and vd
n denotes the value

difference at the nth parameter update cycle. This iteration
process stops until the error is less than 0.01 in HandPass.
Note that the ground truth of force is measured by a film
pressure sensor (Fig. 10) with an accuracy of 1 g, while the
sum vibration amplitude and duration time can be calculated
from registered HVRs.

We randomly choose HVRs from ten users and calculate
the average values of w1 and w2 (denoted as w1 and w2,
respectively). Then, we choose HVRs generated from eight
different forces from the other five users and calculate the aver-
age estimated forces using (9). Fig. 11 indicates that the force
estimates match the ground truths well and thus this proposed
estimation way is effective. With obtaining the HVR’s tapping
position and force, the newly inputting HVR can be matched
with the registration ones for further similarity comparison.

C. Features in Time and Frequency Domains

Extracting effective features to represent user identity is crit-
ical for improving authentication performance. In HandPass,
we employ the customized features of vibration signals and
common statistics ones in both time and frequency domains.

Customized Features: We first explore the customized fea-
tures to represent hand structure-dependent vibration envelope
characteristics. As depicted in Fig. 12, making the partial HVR
as an example, it is divided into three (N) vibration cycles
({υ1

c ,υ2
c , . . . , υN

c }) by searching its peaks ({ρ1,ρ2, . . . , ρN})

and valleys ({ν1,ν2, . . . , νN+1}). The duration time of nth
cycle are denoted as two parts, which are τ 1

n (from νn to
ρn) and τ 2

n (from ρn to νn+1). Each cycle displays a recip-
rocating motion track, that is, a hand starts to move under
external forces until elastic resistance counteracts this force,
then gradually gets back to the original state. As described

Fig. 12. Illustration of customized feature extraction.

in Section III-A, the hand structure parameters (i.e., Cs, Cd,
and M) jointly determine vibration amplitude and duration,
hence forming unique HVRs across users. In the following,
we extract features of the three types from cycles while each
of them consists of one/multiple elements.

1) Time Duration: Taking the first circle’s duration as a
benchmark, we obtains relative duration variations of
other ones as {([τ 1

1 + τ 2
1 ]/[τ 1

1 + τ 2
1 ]), ([τ 1

2 + τ 2
2 ]/[τ 1

1 +
τ 2

1 ]), . . . , ([τ 1
N + τ 2

N]/[τ 1
1 + τ 2

1 ])}; then calculating the
time duration ratios ({(τ 1

1 /τ 2
1 ), (τ 1

2 /τ 2
2 ), . . . , (τ 1

N/τ 2
N)})

between rising and falling edges of circles to character-
ize their temporal differences of reciprocating motion.

2) Velocity: We obtain the mean velocity of nth cycle,
regarded as υn

c ; furthermore, the relative mean velocity
changing ratio is {(υ1

c/υ
1
c), (υ

2
c/υ

1
c), . . . , (υ

N
c /υ1

c)}.
3) Distance: Each cycle’s moving distance can be calcu-

lated by accumulating the elements in υc and thereby
obtaining relative distance variations of all cycles, that
is, {(υ1d

c /υ1
c ), (υ2d

c /υ1
c ), . . . , (υNd

c /υ1
c )}.

In HandPass, for ensuring time-domain feature stability, we
select five circles with the highest signal noise ratio to extract
features representing user identity. As depicted in Fig. 3(c),
HVRs from distinct users in frequency domain shows unique
spectrum distribution. We denote the amplitudes of HVR in the
range of 0–250 Hz with the 1 Hz step as {ϑ1,ϑ2, . . . ,ϑ250} .

1) Energy Increase: We count the energy increasing pattern
to represent holistic spectrum distribution, which is

{∑1
i=1 ϑi

∑250
i=1 ϑi

,

∑2
i=1 ϑi

∑250
i=1 ϑi

, . . . ,

∑250
i=1 ϑi

∑250
i=1 ϑi

}

.

2) Energy Variation in Frequency Bands: The frequency
band is divided into 25 equal parts and each one spans
10 Hz, hence obtaining 25 spectrum data from one HVR,
denoting as {γ1,γ2,, . . . , γ25}. The spectrum energy vari-
ation is {γ1/∑25

i=1 γi
, γ2/∑25

i=1 γi
, . . . , γ25/∑25

i=1 γi
}.

Statistics Features: The statistic ones reflect the global char-
acteristics of signal envelopes, which are verified to effectively
represent biometric characteristics. HandPass first extracts
mean, variance, maximum difference, and standard devia-
tion of HVRs (time) and 25 bands (frequency). Moreover,
skewness, kurtosis, form factor, and crest factor [50] are
leveraged to measure the value distribution characteristics
of HVR envelopes. Furthermore, Mel-frequency cepstrum
coefficients (MFCCs) are widely used in speech recognition
to extract the linear and nonlinear characteristics of signals,
thereby capturing subtle signal changes. Thus, HandPass seg-
ments each HVR into frames with 100 samples to extract
the 128-order MFCCs; calculating the first and second order
difference of the mel-cepstrum coefficients to further capture
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(a) (b)

Fig. 13. New HVR generation using three original ones with two weight
groups, i.e., {0.32, 0.41, 0.27} in (a) and {0.16, 0.29, 0.55} in (b). (a) 1st new
generation HVR. (b) 2nd new generation HVR.

signal pattern traits. Our system extracts an original vector
owning large than 600 elements, including customized and
statistical features from each HVR. To speed-up the authenti-
cation model training and remove redundant information, we
employ the Laplacian Score [51] to measure the importance
of features and save the top-86 features in the score ranking,
which have scores larger than the threshold 0.5.

VII. BEHAVIOR INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION

Offering sufficient HVR registration samples for building
authentication models is a basic as well as nontrivial task, due
to the following two reasons. On the one hand, a large-size
data set helps the model fully absorb the intrinsic structures
of HVRs and thereby enhancing authentication accuracy. On
the other hand, data collection is accompanied by burdensome
environment configuration, sample labeling, and consuming
huge manpower. To break this dilemma, we study HVR vari-
ation patterns induced by distinct tapping behaviors, thereby
generating newly unseen registration samples.

A. Signal Processing-Based Data Augmentation

As one user taps on distinct positions (in the same sub-
area), the main difference existing in their HVRs is envelope
amplitude. Thus, HandPass can partially adjust amplitudes of
original HVRs to simulate data collected at untapped positions.
Referring to a DTW-based Barycentric Averaging method [52],
we generate new samples by jointly assimilating the charac-
teristics of multiple original HVRs. To be specific, we obtain
new samples by the weighted average operation on selected
original HVRs, while continuously optimizing the weight by
arg minw−

n

∑N−
n−=1 w−

n DWT(ynew, yn−). N− is the total number
of selected HVR templates and ynew is the newly generated
one. By this method, new HVRs nicely follow the manifold
envelope shape traits of original HVRs while creating enough
diversity in amplitudes. We take three raw sample templates
as an example and average them with two groups of weights
(i.e., {0.32, 0.41, 0.27} and {0.16, 0.29, 0.55}). As shown in
Fig. 13(a) and (b), the newly generated HVRs still retain the
original shape but arise changes in four local areas marked as
the yellow shadow. Moreover, the tapping force mainly affects
the duration of each authentication-triggered vibration event.
For HVRs with distinct tapping forces, their envelopes are
corresponding warped (i.e., either expansion or constriction).
Considering that the common time of tapping events is ranging

Fig. 14. Structure of our CVAE-based model for nonlinear HVR
augmentation.

from 0.25 to 0.4 s, HandPass thus can zoom in/out the enve-
lope of original HVRs in this range to generate new ones
representing various forces.

B. Learning-Based Data Augmentation

Except for the aforementioned linear data augmentation,
HandPass further explores the learning-based method acting
as a complement for completing nonlinear HVR transforma-
tion. Currently, benefiting from performance efficiency and
stability, the probabilistic generative model named variational
autoencoder (VAE) gains wide concern in the deep learning
community and is always applied to data augmentation, fea-
ture compression, and classification tasks. In HandPass, we
construct a customized version relying on it to complete the
goal of unseen HVR generation. Fig. 14 depicts the structure
and workflow of our model that consists of two parts, i.e.,
encoder and decoder. The encoder qφ(z|y) aims to infer the
latent feature representations z of original HVR y and the
decoder pθ (y′|z) reconstructs output y′ derived from z. Due
to the prior probability distribution pθ (z) of the latent variable
z following a Gaussian distribution N (0, I), thus qϕ(z|y) actu-
ally learns the distribution parameters presented by a mean
and standard deviation. Subsequently, the VAE construction
is achieved by maximizing the lower bound of the marginal
likelihood [53] that can be written as

log pθ (y) ≥ Eqφ(z|y)
[− log qφ(z | y) + log pθ

(
y′, z

)]

= −DKL
(
qφ(z | y)‖pθ (z)

) + Eqφ(z|y)
[
log pθ

(
y′ | z

)]

(11)

where DKL denotes the Kullback–Leibler (KL) diver-
gence [54], which guides minimizing the distribution differ-
ence between qφ(z|y) and pθ (z). In this case, after utilizing the
reparameterization trick and Stochastic Gradient Variational
Bayes [53] to maximize (11), the VAE model can generate
new HVRs as giving a random z sampled from a priori normal
distribution.

However, HVRs across subareas present distinct vibration
characteristics and thus our model should map one specific
HVR distribution for every subarea. To meet this purpose, we
first conduct one-hot encoding for all subarea labels and then
concatenate them with corresponding HVRs, as presented in
Fig. 14. Thus, VAE is translated into CVAE which introduces
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tapping position information during the training process. In
this case, (11) can be written as follows:

log pθ (y | k) ≥ −DKL
(
qφ(z | y, k)‖pθ (z | k)

)

+ Eqφ(z|y,k)
[
log pθ

(
y′ | z, k′)]. (12)

To maximize the likelihood log pθ (y | k), the training process
of our CVAE-based model should minimize the loss function
derived from the above lower bound

DKL
(
qφ(z | y, k)‖N (0, I)

) + BCE Loss
(
y, y′) (13)

where BCELoss(y, y′) = y log y′ + (1 − y) log(1 − y′). The
former part plays the role of driving the z’ distribution to
approach a normal distribution, while the latter measures a
reconstruction loss between input and the generated HVRs.
When obtaining a trained CVAE model, we sample multiple
z from a normal distribution and feed them into the decoder
to generate unseen HVRs. The activation function of the last
full connection layer is Sigmoid and the batch size is set as
64. The training termination condition is the epoch of 1000 or
the averaging HVR reconstruction is 0.01.

VIII. AUTHENTICATION MODEL

Authentication models judge user identity by comparing the
feature similarity between the registration and authentication
HVRs. If the similarity is larger than the predefined metric, the
authentication is successful. Common authentication models
can be summarized as the following two categories: 1) one-
class mode, which only relies on the positive HVRs of the
legitimate user for model construction; and 2) two-class mode,
which can utilize both positive and negative samples for model
training. As the exploratory study using HVRs for continuous
authentication, we employ the two modes to fully measure the
system performance.

One-Class Mode: After capturing the new HVR, we match
the registered HVR owning the same tapping area and similar
force. Then, we calculate the cosine similarity of their fea-
ture vectors. The similarity value ranges from 0 to 1, where
1 means that the two HVRs are the same. In HandPass, the
threshold is the average similarity of any two feature vectors
under similar forces and identical tapping areas among the
registration data.

Two-Class Mode: We first study the machine learning model
to evaluate HandPass’s performance. HVRs from the legiti-
mate user with the same tapping subarea and similar forces
in the registration data are labeled as 1, and other HVRs
from distinct users are denoted as 0. We choose the following
models, i.e., support vector machine (SVM) [55] and random
forest (RF) [56], which have presented a superior performance
in identity classification tasks. We set the key parameters
{kernel, tol} of SVM as {rbf, 0.01} by standard grid-search
approach, while the RF’s parameters {n− estimators, max−
features} setting as {65, 35}.

We then leverage the common multilayer perceptron to con-
struct the deep learning-based model, with five layers owning
the size of {172, 64, 32, 16, 2} . We label the HVR following
the same way of our machine learning models. Moreover, we
add the activation function Sigmoid to each layer for enabling

the feature’s nonlinear transition. During the training phase,
the amount of data in each batch is 32 and the learning ratio
is set as 0.01. The Cross-Entropy loss is leveraged to measure
the differences between true and predicted labels and thereby
update model parameters.

IX. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we introduce the HandPass’s implementa-
tion, including experiment setting, data collection, and the
utilized metrics for evaluating authentication performance.

Experiment Setup: The prototype and data collection of
HandPass is implemented on OPPO Reno 6, Samsung Galaxy
S8 and HUAWEI Meta30 Pro. Data analysis is conducted
on a desktop equipped with an Intel i5-8400 CPU and
16G RAM running Windows 10 with JetBrains PyCharm
2021 software. HandPass employs the built-in accelerometer of
smartphones to capture vibration responses when users tap on
screens.

Data Collection: We recruit 94 volunteers denoted as
V1∼V94 aged from 23 to 47 for HVR collection. The HVR
is collected under three common application scenarios, which
are sitting in the lab (static), taking a bus (half-mobile), and
walking (mobile). The default number of subareas on a set is
12. Under each scenario, volunteers tap on random positions
in each subarea 20 times with habitual forces for registering
personal identity. Overall, we collect more than 60 000 vibra-
tion responses from all volunteers to construct the data set for
our evaluation. In HandPass, we leverage 70% data training
our CVAE-based data augmentation module, the threshold and
learning-based authentication models. Finally, we enlarge the
original data size by six times relying on our augmentation
module by default.

Metrics: We leverage false acceptance rate (FAR), false
rejection rate (FRR), F-Score and Accuracy as the metrics
to comprehensively evaluate HandPass’s performance. FAR
measures the likelihood that an authentication system incor-
rectly accepts an access trial from an illegitimate user. FRR
represents the likelihood that incorrectly rejecting the access
attempt from a legitimate user. Accuracy expresses the overall
probability of legitimate users being accepted and illegitimate
users being rejected by an authentication system. An outstand-
ing authentication mechanism should have low values of FAR
and FRR, while owning high values of Accuracy.

X. EVALUATION

In this section, we first evaluate the overall performance
and then explore the impact of distinct parameter settings on
authentication.

A. Overall Performance

We select one volunteer as the legitimate user (e.g., V1),
and the rest (e.g., V2∼V94) as illegitimate users. Relying on
the cross-validation approach, each volunteer is selected as
the legitimate user in turn, and other volunteers serve as ille-
gitimate ones. Subsequently, the 70% of registered vibration
responses from the legitimate user is employed to calculate
the similarity threshold for the one-class model and train the
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Fig. 15. Overall authentication accuracy of four authentication models.

Fig. 16. FARs and FRRs of all authentication models.

Fig. 17. Authentication performance in three scenarios.

learning-based models, respectively; the other 30% is utilized
to test the four models. Figs. 15 and 16 present the overall
accuracy distribution, FAR and FRR of all volunteers, while
the three metrics’ averaging values of all models are 98.36%,
0.84%, and 1.82%. Besides, we observe only the threshold-
based model owns a weaker averaging accuracy below 98%.
By analyzing the running mechanisms behind these mod-
els, we summarize the reason for this difference as follows:
the one-class classifier works depend on empirical thresholds
that cannot comprehensively represent the feature difference
boundary between HVRs, thus lacking resilience and offering
a lower accuracy. Nevertheless, the experiment result indicates
that all models constructed by our HVR features can accurately
recognize the identity of legitimate users and reject the access
of illegitimate users.

B. Performance in Different Usage Scenarios

When using a smartphone, a user may be in different sce-
narios, such as sitting in the lab (static state), taking a bus
(half-mobile state), and walking (mobile state). The amount of
vibration noise introduced by these scenarios is distinct, which
interferes with the original HVRs. In this section, we leverage
vibration data from all volunteers in the static scenario to con-
struct our models and evaluate HandPass’s performance using
data collected from three scenarios, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 17, the obtained results in the static scenario are better
than those in the other two ones. Nevertheless, the FRR range

Fig. 18. Authentication accuracy of HandPass when using common gestures.

Fig. 19. Performance with/without data augmentation modules.

of all scenarios is from 1.79% to 2.84%, thus legitimate users
can successfully pass the authentication with high accuracy
even in nonstatic scenarios.

C. Performance in Different Hand-Holding Gestures

Users have several habitual hand-holding gestures when
they use the smartphone, and the two most commonly used
gestures are shown in Fig. 1. In this section, we evaluate the
system performance under the two common hand-holding ges-
tures. We collect vibration response data from volunteers and
each volunteer taps 20 times in each subarea under the two
gestures. The 70% of vibration responses from the legitimate
user is used to train the deep learning-based model, and the
rest 30% is used for testing. As shown in Fig. 18, the results
obtained for two different gestures are similar. The value of
FRR for G2 is slightly higher than that for G1, which is due
to the unstable operation using only one hand. In general,
HandPass can achieve good performance under two frequently
used hand-holding gestures.

D. Impact of Data Augmentation Module

Authentication performance is closely dependent on
whether there are enough registered HVRs to build the
model. Nevertheless, to offer better user experiences, it is
basic to allow users to register identity information with
only a few HVRs. To solve the above dilemma, HandPass
applies a data augmentation module consisting of signal pro-
cessing and CVAE-based approaches to expand registered
HVRs, thereby helping authentication models comprehen-
sively characterize hand structure biometrics with enough
training data. In this section, we evaluate the effective-
ness of our augmentation modules in four cases: turning
on both approaches, only using CVAE or signal processing-
based approach, and without using both of them. As
depicted in Fig. 19, the averaging FRRs of the former three
cases, respectively, decrease by 0.91%, 0.73%, and 0.57%.
Therefore, by generating new HVRs under unseen tapping
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Fig. 20. FRR in different consecutive login times.

Fig. 21. Authentication accuracy when using distinct feature types.

behaviors, HandPass can further improve authentication
performance.

E. Performance Under Multiple Authentication Attempts

Most existing systems allow the user to fail 3–5 consecutive
times before being locked. If the legitimate user can pass the
authentication with fewer attempts, the system is more user-
friendly. In this section, we evaluate the FRR of our system
with different consecutive numbers of attempts (1–5) until the
legitimate user can successfully pass the authentication. As
shown in Fig. 20, FAR and FRR both decrease with an increas-
ing number of attempts. When the user tries to authenticate
with four times, the average values of two metrics decrease
to less than 1%. This result shows that HandPass can achieve
a very high accuracy to authenticate the legitimate user with
multiple attempts.

F. Impact of Feature Types

Whether effective features can be extracted to represent
HVR is one of the important factors affecting authentication
performance. HandPass uses common statistical features and
customized features. In this section, we verify their effec-
tiveness in four different configurations, that are, using only
statistical features, only customized features, both types of
features, and compressed features, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 21, compared with only using one type feature, the joint
version can improve the FAR by 0.45% and the FRR by
0.52%, respectively. This result shows that these two types
of features can effectively complement each other to provide
satisfactory performance. In addition, the compressed features
can still maintain satisfactory accuracy while reducing comput-
ing resources. In general, the extracted features can effectively
represent HVR characteristics, and their compressed versions
still retain key identity information.

G. Stability of HVRs

The stability of features is a critical factor affecting the
practicality of our authentication system. If HVRs change
significantly in a short period, it will inevitably lead to an

Fig. 22. FRRs in a 3-month usage span.

Fig. 23. FAR and FRR in ten distinct data augmentation sizes.

increased rate of rejecting legitimate users. In this section, after
building HandPass, we ask ten users to provide one hundred
HVRs every half month and then feed them into our models
to evaluate the authentication accuracy. As shown in Fig. 22,
FARs keep a stable value of around 1.6% in a 3-month time
span. Therefore, HVRs and corresponding features captured
by HandPass have satisfactory stability and can be used to
effectively identify users.

H. Impact of Data Augmentation Size

Registration data size utilized for model construction imposes
a critical impact on authentication performance. The authenti-
cation accuracy can usually achieve higher by obtaining enough
registration data for model training. In this section, we evaluate
the HandPass’s performance when using a data augmentation
module to enlarge the original registered HVR at distinct sizes.
We present the authentication accuracy with ten levels relative
to the original data size in Fig. 23. The result indicates that
when the data size enlarges to six times, HandPass can achieve
a satisfactory and stable performance (i.e., 0.64% FAR and
1.56% FRR), with a normal range of user behavior variation.
Therefore, in HandPass, we set the default augmentation size
of six times relative to the original HVRs.

I. Impact of Accelerometer Sampling Rate

The sampling rates of the accelerometer determine the cap-
tured signal granularity. The higher rate means that more
fine-grained HVR data can be obtained. We adjust the sam-
pling rate of the accelerometer from 200 to 400 Hz at a step
size of 50 Hz to capture HVRs from twenty randomly selected
volunteers. As presented in Fig. 24, the FRR and FAR are
1.56% and 0.64%, respectively, when the sampling rate is
400 Hz. Currently, almost all smartphones own a sampling
rate higher than 400Hz, thus HandPass can be fully compatible
with commodity smartphones.

J. Detection of Potential Attacks

Except for accurately authenticating users, HandPass also
requires defending against potential attacks. In this section, we
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Fig. 24. FAR and FRR in different sampling rate settings.

Fig. 25. FARs in two attacks.

utilize two common while typical attacks to evaluate security.
We randomly choose fifteen volunteers for the experiments. One
of them is selected as the legitimate user and other volunteers
serve as attackers. Each attacker tries to pass the authentication
system one hundred times in two attack scenarios.

Blind Attack: The attackers do not own any prior knowledge.
They try to tap on a potential position, force, and hand-
holding gesture, which may generate similar HVRs to spoof
the authentication.

Impersonation Attack: The attacker has observed the registra-
tion process of legitimate users, including the tapping behaviors
and other details. Then each attacker impersonates the operation
of the legitimate user to pass HandPass. As shown in Fig. 25,
the average FARs under the above two attacks are both below
0.5%. This result indicates that HandPass can effectively resist
attacks to ensure system security.

K. System Latency and Power Cost

As an authentication system, latency is an important param-
eter worth considering. We set the default authentication
frequency as ten times per minute on three smartphones.
We measure the averaging time taken for each authentica-
tion process in 1 h and the value range is 249 ± 36 ms,
demonstrating the capability of achieving real-time authen-
tication. Moreover, HandPass costs an acceptable averaging
power of 149.6 ± 5.4 mW on these smartphones. The power
consumption includes the process from data collection to iden-
tity output. To sum up, HandPass can offer a satisfactory
performance on resource cost and computation latency.

XI. DISCUSSION

Although we have evaluated the stability of HVR over a
3-month span in Section X-G. However, with a longer time
range, user hand structures may change caused by bone density
and human weight variation, thus resulting in HVR variation.
To solve this problem, we will study the changing pattern of

HVR features over a longer time span in future work and
remove its effects by regularly updating model parameters.

In addition to the current continuous authentication mech-
anism for mobile handholding devices, we can also try to
leverage vibration responses triggered by the touchpad to
authenticate users for fixed IoT devices such as smart locks. In
this application scenario, the distinguishability of vibration sig-
nals across users comes from user fingers rather than the whole
hand structure. At the same time, we can combine this vibra-
tion feature with PINs to achieve two-factor authentication and
further improve security.

XII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have proposed a continuous authentication
mechanism named HandPass for smartphones, which utilized
hand structure-dependent hand vibration response features.
We have implemented the prototype system on three distinct
smartphones and comprehensively evaluated its performance.
Extensive experiments demonstrate that HandPass can achieve
an overall authentication accuracy of 98.36%. Moreover,
HandPass can effectively resist commonly potential threats
from blind and impersonation attacks. We believe this is an
important step toward the real-life adoption of continuous
authentication on smartphones.
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